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INELASTIC ELECTRON COLLISIONS WITH RYDBERG ATOMSP. V. Kashtanov *, M. I. Myasnikov, B. M. SmirnovJoint Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Sienes127412, Mosow, RussiaReeived June 19, 2008The standard lassial method of omputer simulation is used for evaluation of the inelasti ross setion ineletron ollisions with a highly exited (Rydberg) atom. In the ourse of ollision, the inident and boundeletrons move along lassial trajetories in the Coulomb �eld of the nuleus, and the sattering parametersare averaged over many initial onditions. The redued ionization ross setion of a Rydberg atom by an eletronimpat approximately orresponds to that of atoms in the ground states with valene s-eletrons and oinideswith the results of the previous Monte Carlo alulations. The ross setion of an atom transition betweenRydberg atom states as a result of eletron impat is used for �nding the stepwise ionization rate onstantof atoms in ollisions with eletrons or the rate onstant of three-body eletron�ion reombination in a denseionized gas beause these proesses are determined by kinetis of highly exited atom states. Surprising, thelimit of low eletron temperatures is realized when the eletron thermal energy is lower than the atom ionizationpotential by about three orders of magnitude, as follows from the kinetis of exited atom states.PACS: 36.40.-, 36.40.Sx, 61.43.Yv, 68.35.Bs1. INTRODUCTIONFrom the theoretial standpoint, an eletron�atomollision at veloities ompared to typial valene ele-tron veloities is a many-eletron problem, beause theexhange between eletrons gives the same ontribu-tion to the sattering ross setion as the eletrostatiinteration between inident and atomi eletrons. Theontribution of the exhange interation beomes smallwhen veloities of an inident eletron are small om-pared to those of valene eletrons. This leads to theBorn approximation [1�3℄, whih an be extended tolower ollision energies in appropriate models for theross setion of inelasti eletron�atom ollisions [4�6℄.At ollision energies that are omparable to the transi-tion energy, lassial models are used starting from theThomson model for atom ionization by eletron im-pat [7℄. Although the lassial approah for eletron�atom ollisions is expeted to be invalidated by thequantum nature of the atom, lassial models are usefulbeause of the identity of the lassial and quantum me-hanial Coulomb ross setions for elasti sattering[3℄. Therefore, lassial models for inelasti eletron�atom sattering were attrative and were developed(see, e.g., [7�9℄ for atom ionization by eletron impat)*E-mail: kashtanovpv�gmail.om

until 1930, when Bethe proved [10℄ that at large olli-sion energies, the logarithmi fator must be inludedin the expression for the atom ionization ross setionby eletron impat, whereas this fator is absent in thelassial expression for the ionization ross setion.This statement was of prinipal importane andhanged the relation to lassial models of eletron�atom ollisions. As was shown in [11℄, the logarithmienergy dependene of the quantum ross setion is de-termined by large impat parameters of ollision whenthe atom ionization probability is small or zero in thelassial onsideration. One an expet the validity ofthe lassial approah to ionization of exited atoms,and the bridge between the lassial and quantum ap-proahes was broken by Kingston [12℄, who proved onthe basis of numerial alulations that the ross se-tions of ionization of exited atoms by eletron impatare quite lose for the alulation at large ollision en-ergies in the quantum (Born approximation) and las-sial approahes. This means that the di�erent energydependenes in the lassial and quantum ionizationross setions are not of prinipal importane. Never-theless, beause an atom is a quantum system of ele-trons, aution is required in applying lassial methodsto eletron�atom sattering.24



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 1, 2009 Inelasti eletron ollisions : : :We onsider inelasti eletron ollisions with highlyexited or Rydberg atoms when the lassial approahis appliable in priniple. The results have a two-folduse. First, the results an be extended to the aseswhere atom exitation is not high and the results forRydberg atoms an be used as model ones for variousatom transitions. Of ourse, this requires an additionalanalysis and grounds. Seond, these results are nees-sary for the analysis of stepwise atom ionization in aplasma or three-body reombination of eletrons andions in a low-temperature plasma. In these ases, theproess results from many inelasti eletron�atom ol-lisions and is desribed by the BKW (Bates, Kingston,and MWhirter) sheme [13�15℄. For low temperaturesand dense plasma, the rates of resultant proesses ofstepwise atom ionization or three-body eletron�ion re-ombination are determined by inelasti ollisions in-volving eletrons and Rydberg atoms [16℄, and the rosssetions for the proesses under onsideration are im-portant in these problems. Thus, the goal of this paperis to evaluate the ross setions for ollisions involvingeletrons and Rydberg atoms and to use these resultsin appropriate problems.2. COMPUTER CODE FOR INELASTICCOLLISIONS INVOLVING ELECTRONSAND RYDBERG ATOMSAlthough highly exited or Rydberg atoms havespei�s as a quantum objet [17�20℄, we onsider in-elasti eletron ollisions with Rydberg atoms as a re-sult of sattering of an inident and valene eletronsassuming the motion of eletrons in the ourse of thesetransitions to be lassial. We use our experiene inother problems of Rydberg atom ollisions, e.g., the res-onant harge exhange [21℄ and Penning proess [22℄ in-volving Rydberg atoms. Therefore, our goal is to eval-uate the ross setions for eletron-exited atom inelas-ti ollisions on the basis of omputer simulation; theseross setions then give appropriate rate onstants. Ini-tially, a olliding atom is in a highly exited state, andthe transition proess results from ollision of two las-sial eletrons in the �eld of a Coulomb enter. We arebased on the standard lassial Monte Carlo methodfor ollisions involving Rydberg atoms [21, 22℄ withgeneral peuliarities of this approah taken into a-ount [23, 24℄. In these evaluations, we analyze theproess for a ertain impat parameter of the elet-ron�atom ollision that varies from zero to �max in ade�nitive manner.
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Fig. 1. Positions of the Coulomb enter, the inidenteletron, and the bound eletron in a ollision of aneletron and a Rydberg atomIn onsidering the problem of the interation of las-sial eletrons in the �eld of a Coulomb enter, wetake a ertain value of the eletron momentum of thebound eletron haraterized by the momentum quan-tum number l. The boundary ondition is taken suhthat the radial eletron veloity at the initial instantis zero, the eletron distane ra(0) from the Coulombenter at zero time is ra(0) = r0, and vr(r0) = 0. Themotion of eletrons is desribed by the Newton equa-tionsmd2xidt2 = � �U�xi ; U = e2jreej � e2jrpj � e2jraj ; (2.1)where xi � x; y; z, the origin oinides with the nuleusloation, ree is the distane between the inident andbound eletrons, and rp and ra are distanes betweenthe nuleus and the inident or the bound atomi ele-tron, as is shown in Fig. 1.Beause of the overall rotational symmetry of thesystem, the inident eletron starts from a �xed planewith a predetermined veloity v0 oriented along a �xeddiretion. The initial distane between the inidenteletron and the ion is taken to be R � 200r0 to taketarget polarization e�ets into aount. The impat pa-rameter � ranges from zero to �max, whih is equal tofew r0. If the momentum of a bound eletron is zero, itis initially loated on a sphere of the radius r0 = e2=J ,where J is atom ionization potential. The initial o-ordinates for a bound eletron with the origin at thenuleus are given in terms of the spherial oordinatesr0; �, and ':rx0 = r0 sin � os'; ry0 = r0 sin � sin';rz0 = r0 os �; (2.2)but due to the eletron angular momentum, the spatialdistribution of a bound eletron beomes more om-25



P. V. Kashtanov, M. I. Myasnikov, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 1, 2009plex. Following [23; 24℄, we determine the initial posi-tion of a bound eletron asrx0 = Re sin � os'; ry0 = Rye sin � sin';rz0 = Rze os �;P x0 = �Pe(sin' os � + os' os � sin �);P y0 = Pe(os' os � + sin' os � sin �);P z0 = Pe sin � sin �; (2.3)where Re is the distane between a bound eletron andthe parent Coulomb enter and Pe is the eletron mo-mentum with respet to its nuleus. Supersripts �x�,�y�, and �z� denote projetions on the respetive axis.Taking a random relative diretion between initial mo-menta of the inident and bound eletron, we solve theKepler equation �n = u� � sinu; (2.4)where u is the eentri angle and � is the orbit een-triity (the ratio of the quantum numbers l and n). Theangle �n is hosen randomly. At given values of �n and�, we �nd the angle u from Eq. (2.4). Next, knowningthe values of � and �n, we an alulate Re and Pe asRe = 12J (1� � osu);Pe = p2J p1� �2 os2 u1� � osu ; (2.5)where the atom ionization potential J and other ele-tron parameters are expressed in atomi units.It follows that Eqs. (2.1)�(2.5) ontain �ve initialparameters, ', �, �, �, and �n, whih are taken ran-domly for eah given veloity of the inident eletronand eah given impat parameter of ollision before nu-merially integrating equations of motion for eletronsmoving along lassial trajetories. The six parame-ters, whih are di�erent for eah trajetory, are givenbelow together with their ranges:0 � ' � 2�; 0 � � � �; �� � � � �;0 � � � 1; 0 � �n � 2�; 0 � � � �max: (2.6)Evidently, the lassial approah is valid when thetransition energy is large ompared to the energy dif-ferene between neighboring levels, and we assume thisriterion to be ful�lled. Moreover, in this analysis, wedisregard inelasti ollisions with a small energy hangeompared to the energy di�erene between neighbor-ing levels beause the lassial desription is not validin this ase. We also disregard large transition ener-gies that are lose to the energy of an inident eletron

beause suh transitions require a large number of tra-jetories ompared to the used ones.It is lear that the number of suh trajetories hasto be su�iently large to obtain aeptable auray,and therefore the alulation stopping riterion must behosen very arefully to save CPU time. We take thislimit suh that the interation potential for an inidenteletron is small and hek its validity by variation ofthe �nal time. Eah trajetory has been numeriallyintegrated using a preditor�orretor Adam's sheme,whih is realized in the Mathematia software pakageas a built-in funtion. The total energy onservationwas heked during simulation, and if the energy wasnot onserved, the trajetory was exluded from on-sideration.The alulations were performed on the basis oflassial formulas. Then the ross setion �� of an in-elasti proess is given by�� = 2� 1Z0 �W�(�) d�; (2.7)where W�(�) is the probability of this transition at animpat parameter �. The subsript ��� an be ho-sen as �ion�, �ex�, or �q�, whih orresponds to theproesses of ionization, exitation, and quenhing of aRydberg atom by eletron impat.3. IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS FORELECTRON�RYDBERG ATOMCOLLISIONSWe �rst onsider the ionization proess in eletronollision with a Rydberg atom A that proeeds aord-ing to the shemee(E) +A(J)! e(E0) + e+A+; (3.1)where E and E0 are the energies of the inident eletronbefore and after the ollision, the prinipal quantumnumber for a bound eletron of a Rydberg atom is large,n� 1, and the ionization potential is J = mee4=2n2~2,where me is the eletron mass and e is the eletronharge. In atomi units J = 2=2, where  = 1=n.In evaluating the ross setion of an inelasti olli-sion, we verify the auray of the alulation by om-parison of the results for di�erent numbers of trajeto-ries under onsideration. This omparison is given inFig. 2, where the ionization probability Wion of a Ryd-berg atom by the eletron impat is given as a funtionof the impat parameter � at a ertain energy of theinident eletron. The di�erene of the results for a26
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Fig. 2. Dependene of the probability Wion of ionization of a Rydberg atom by eletron impat on the impat ollisionparameter at the relative ollision energy E=J = 1:2 (a) and E=J = 5 (b); r0 = e2=Jgiven impat parameter for 10000 and 20000 trajeto-ries does not exeed 2% and beomes small for the ion-ization ross setion after integration over the impatparameters.From the dimensionality onsideration, we an rep-resent the ionization ross setion �ion in the form�ion = �e4J2 f �EJ � ; (3.2)and f(x) is a universal funtion for various Rydbergstates. The ionization ross setion is evaluated by �nd-ing the ionization probability at a given ollision energyand a given impat parameter and subsequently inte-grating over the impat parameters. Figure 3 gives theuniversal funtion f(x) reonstruted from the ioniza-tion ross setion. The results depend on the eletronmomentum and oinide with the results of the previ-ous evaluation [25℄ of the ionization ross setion of aRydberg atom by eletron impat within 1�2%. Theexperimental data in Fig. 3 relate to atoms with va-lene s-eletrons and demonstrate the possibility of us-ing the lassial approah beyond its appliability lim-its. The approximation of omputer simulation givesthe following approximate formula for ionization rosssetion (3.2) in the ase of zero eletron momentum:f(x) = 5:3(x� 1)x(x+ 2) : (3.3)It follows that the ionization ross setion of a Ryd-berg atom by eletron impat depends on the angular
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Fig. 3. Ionization ross setion of a Rydberg atom byeletron impat. Simbols are experimental values foratoms with one and two valene s-eletrons, solid linesdesribe our alulations and alulations in Ref. [25℄for zero angular momentum, dash-and-dotted lines arethe same when angular and prinipal quantum numbersof a bound eletron are equal, a dotted line orrespondsto the tail of the Born approximation, and a dashedline relates to the tail of the Thomson model with theorretion due to nonzero veloities of the bound elet-ron [8, 9℄; a0 is the Bohr radiusmomentum of a bound eletron. The ionization rosssetions are given in Fig. 3 together with the Thomsonross setion [7℄, the Born approximation [1�3℄ for the27



P. V. Kashtanov, M. I. Myasnikov, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 1, 2009hydrogen atom in the ground state, and some experi-mental data for ionization of atoms with one and twovalene s-eletrons. In addition, the modi�ed Thom-son theory with the veloity distribution of a weaklybound eletron taken into aount [8, 9℄ is representedin Fig. 3 for large ollision energies. The omparisonof these ross setions shows that the ase of a highlyexited atom an be used for estimation of the ioniza-tion ross setions for atoms with a weak exitation.The ross setions for a highly exited valene eletrontends to an asymptote at very large ollision energies.We note that ontemporary semiempirial modelsfor evaluation of the ross setion of atom ionizationby eletron impat start from the limit of large ener-gies of the inident eletrons; in this limit, these mod-els amount to the Born approximation. This appliesto the Deutsh�Märk [5, 6℄ and MQuire [4℄ models,whih give an auray of the ionization ross setionevaluation of approximately 20% at its maximum, asfollows from omparison of the results. The aurayof suh models is the better, the higher is the olli-sion energy. On the ontrary, the results of ionizationof Rydberg atoms by eletron impat, being used for amodel of nonexited or weakly exited atom ionization,are better for not large ollision energies.4. CROSS SECTIONS OF INELASTICCOLLISIONS BETWEEN ELECTRONS ANDRYDBERG ATOMSThe proess of transition between disrete levels ofa Rydberg atom as a result of ollision with an eletronhas a self-dependent meaning. We �rst onsider pro-esses of exitation and quenhing of a Rydberg atomin the framework of the Thomson model, whih allowshighlighting the peuliarities of this proess, whih pro-eeds aording to the shemee(E) +A(J)! e(E0) +A(J 0); (4.1)where E and E0 are the energies of the free eletronbefore and after the ollision, and J and J 0 are thebinding energies of the initially bound eletron beforeand after the ollision. As above, the atom ionizationpotential is given by J = Ryn2 ;where Ry = mee4=2~2 is the Rydberg energy (i. e., theionization potential of the hydrogen atom in the groundstate), and we assume that n � 1, whih allows usingthe lassial desription of this eletron. Correspond-ingly, the �nal state is haraterized by J 0 > 0 for a

transition between disrete levels; introduing the prin-ipal number n0 of the �nal state, we haveJ 0 = �Ryn02 :It is interesting to ompare the results of numer-ial simulation for an inelasti eletron ollision witha Rydberg atom and the results of the simple Thom-son model, where the interation of olliding eletronswith a Coulomb enter is ignored during a strongeletron interation. In the framework of the Thom-son model, when the interation of eletrons with theCoulomb enter is taken into aount only before andafter the ollision, we haraterize the ollision proessby a hange �" of the energy of the inident eletron.Aording to the Rutherford formula for a motionlessbound eletron, we then have the ross setion [26℄d� = �e4d�"E�"2 (4.2)if the exhange energy lies between �" and �"+ d�".We note that beause a bound eletron has zero en-ergy in the Thomson model, the quenhing proess isimpossible in it.On the basis of the Thomson model, we �nd theexitation ross setion �ex(E; "1 ! E � �"; "2) forthe transition of a bound eletron from the state withthe energy "1 = Ry=n21 into a state with the energy"2 = Ry=n22 (the energy exhange between eletrons is�" = "2 � "1). Correspondingly, the Thomson modelgives the following exitation ross setion for the tran-sition from an initial highly exited state with the bind-ing energy "1 into a group of highly exited states withthe binding energy "2:�ex(E; "1 ! E ��"; "2) = �e4�2E"1"2 ; (4.3)where�2 = Ry(n2 � 1=2)2 � Ry(n2 + 1=2)2 � 2Ryn32 : (4.4)In terms of prinipal quantum numbers, expres-sion (4.3) for the exitation ross setion beomes�ex = �e4�2E"1"2 = 2�e4n21n2ERy ; (4.5)where the transition proeeds into a group of stateswith the prinipal quantum number n2. This expres-sion also demonstrates the harater of the saling lawfor transitions between two bound atom states by ele-tron impat.28
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1:0�"=J1:0Fig. 4. Exitation ross setions of a Rydberg atom by eletron impat at the relative ollision energies E=J = 1:2 (a) andE=J = 5 (b); blak histograms orrespond to numerial evaluations and white histograms relate to the Thomson modelFigure 4 gives the histograms for omputer simu-lation of the ross setion of an inelasti ollision be-tween an eletron and a Rydberg atom when the en-ergy exhange is found in a given range. We note thatthe lassial desription restrits the exhange energyfrom below, and we exlude ollisions with very smallexhange energies from alulations. As an be seenfrom Fig. 4, the results orrespond more or less to theThomson model. By analogy with formula (4.5), usingthe saling of the ross setion for inelasti ollisions,we represent the ross setion of this transition in theform �ex = 2�e4n21n2ERyF ��"J ; EJ � : (4.6)For the Thomson model, F (x; y) = 1. Aording tothe results of omputer simulation, this funtion an beapproximated asF (x; y) = 1:9x+ 0:15y: (4.7)We also separately analyzed quenhing of a Ryd-berg atom in ollision with an eletron; histograms forsuh ollisions are given in Fig. 5. We note that theThomson model does not admit the quenhing proessin priniple, beause the problem of inelasti satteringof an eletron on an atom is redued there to satter-ing of the inident and valene motionless eletrons.But the quenhing ross setion �q an be expressedthrough the exitation ross setion �ex on the basis ofthe detailed balane priniple [27℄ as
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Fig. 5. Quenhing ross setions of a Rydberg atomby eletron impat at the relative ollision energyE=J = 1:2; blak histograms orrespond to numeri-al evaluations, white histograms are obtained basedon the priniple of detailed balane from the exitationross setions�ex(E; "1 ! E ��"; "2) == g2g1 (E ��")E �q(E ��"; "2 ! E; "1); (4.8)where g1 � 1="1 and g2 � 1="2 are the statistialweights of the orresponding states. Formulas (4.5)and (4.6) give29



P. V. Kashtanov, M. I. Myasnikov, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 1, 2009�q = 2�e4n22n1(E ��")RyF ��"J ; E ��"J � (4.9)for the quenhing of a Rydberg atom state with theprinipal quantum number n2 with the transition intoa group of Rydberg states with the prinipal quantumnumber n1.Thus, we obtain lassial expressions for the rosssetion of exitation and quenhing of Rydberg atomstates by eletron impat when the �nal state is alsoa Rydberg one. The auray is worse for transitionswith the energy hange of the order of the ionizationpotential beause it requires larger statistis. Never-theless, the auray of the ross setion evaluation isbetter than several perent. Of ourse, these resultsare not valid for transitions between neighboring levelsbeause the lassial approah is not appliable in thisase. The results an be used for transitions betweenexited atom states as a result of ollisions with ele-trons. They an be extended to the ases of the groundand low exited atom states, where the lassial ap-proah is taken as a model. But this requires a speialanalysis, and it is neessary to divide the ross setionsof exitation (4.6), (4.7) and quenhing (4.9) into par-tial ross setions with transitions between states witha given angular eletron momentum. The above in-tegral ross setions are used in what follows for theanalysis of a stepwise atom ionization in a dense low-temperature plasma. This proess, as well as the de-tailed opposite one, are determined by kinetis of tran-sitions between exited atom states.5. STEPWISE ATOM IONIZATION ANDTHREE-BODY ELECTRON�IONRECOMBINATION INLOW-TEMPERATURE PLASMAWe onsider the proess of a stepwise atom ioniza-tion in a dense ionized gas at low eletron tempera-tures. Then the radiative proesses involving exitedatoms are not important, and atom ionization resultsfrom many suessive transition between atom exitedstates in ollisions with eletrons. The rate onstantof the ionization proess in this limit is given by theasymptoti formula [28℄kstep = C giga mee10h2Te exp� JTe� ; (5.1)where gi and ga are the statistial weights of the ionand the atom and Te is the eletron temperature. Therate onstant of the detailed opposite proess of three-body eletron�ion reombination

2e+A+ ! e+ A (5.2)at low eletron temperatures is given by [16℄K = A e10m1=2e T 9=2e ; (5.3)The numerial oe�ients in these formulas, as followsfrom various approximations, are [29℄C = 1:5 � 10�0:2; A = 0:2 � 10�0:2: (5.4)Below, we determine these oe�ients on the basis ofthe above lassial rate onstants of inelasti ollisionsinvolving eletrons and Rydberg atoms.In analyzing stepwise ionization as the kinetis ofexited atom states and the detailed opposite proessof three-body eletron�ion reombination, we are basedon the BKW sheme [13�15℄. Ignoring radiative tran-sitions of exited atoms beause they are loated in adense low-temperature plasma, we redue the problemto the analysis of the kineti equation in the spae of ex-ited energy levels. This equation for the distributionfuntion fn has the following form in the stationaryase:dfndt = 0 = NeXi kinfi ��NefnXi kni �Nefnknion: (5.5)Here, Ne is the number density of eletrons, the distri-bution funtion fn inludes bound states denoted by nand i, kni (kin) is the rate onstant of transition be-tween bound states n (i) and i (k) as a result of olli-sions with free eletrons, and knion is the ionization rateonstant by eletron impat when an atom is found ina state n. We ignore opposite free�bound transitionsbeause of a small number density of eletrons in theideal plasma under onsideration.We now determine the rate onstant of stepwiseatom ionization by eletron impat and the rate on-stant of the opposite three-body proess of eletron�ionreombination in the framework of the above model.In onsidering this proess in a dense low-temperatureplasma, we neglet radiative proesses involving exitedatoms. As a result, the transitions under onsiderationresult from the kinetis of transitions between exitedatom states in eletron�atom ollisions. Thus, theserates follow from the analysis of the kineti equationfor the atom distribution funtion over states.We �nd the rate onstant kstep of the atom stepwiseionization in a plasma from the balane equationdNedt = N0Nekstep; (5.6)30



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 135, âûï. 1, 2009 Inelasti eletron ollisions : : :where N0 is the number density of atoms in the groundstate. Comparing equation (5.6) with that expressedthrough the atom distribution funtion, we haveN0Nekstep = NeXn fnknion: (5.7)It follows that the rate onstant of stepwise atom ion-ization is expressed through the distribution funtionof atoms over exited states, fn, that follows from asolution of BKW kineti equation (5.5), and this equa-tion is based on the rate onstants of inelasti atomtransitions due to eletron impat that were evaluatedabove.In solving kineti equation (5.5), we note that thetransitions between bound eletron states establishthermodynami equilibrium between states, whereastransitions from bound to free states violate thermody-nami equilibrium beause of the absene of oppositeproesses. Hene, thermodynami equilibrium oursfor bound atom states with large ionization potentialsJ (J � Te). For these states, the distribution funtionfn is given by the Boltzmann formulafn = gnN0 exp��EnTe � ; (5.8)where En is the exitation energy for this state, gn isthe statistial weight of this state, and gn = n2 for aneletron loated in the Coulomb enter. The ionizationpotential Jn for a state n isJn = J0 � En; (5.9)where J0 is the ionization potential for the ground atomstate. Along with boundary ondition (5.8) for stateswith a relatively high ionization potential, we havefn ! 0; n!1 (5.10)for highly exited states beause these states are de-stroyed as a result of ionization proesses.To solve Eq. (5.5) for the distribution funtion fn,we represent it in the formfn = Xi6=n kinfiknion +Xi6=n kni : (5.11)This equation an be solved numerially by onseutiveapproximations. The resultant distribution funtion fnwith boundary onditions (5.8) and (5.10) is given inFig. 6. We then use Eq. (5.7) we �nd the rate on-stant of stepwise ionization and the rate onstant K of

0:2 0:4 0:6 0:800:20:40:60:8fn=fB1:0
1:0En=JFig. 6. Relation of the distribution funtion fn for pop-ulation of highly exited eletron states of atoms to theBoltzmann distribution funtion fB in the ourse ofstepwise ionization or three-body eletron�ion reom-binationthree-body eletron�ion reombination on the basis ofthe priniple of detailed balane. We represent the re-ombination rate onstant in the form of relation (5.3),K = A(Te)e10m1=2e T 9=2e : (5.12)In the limit of low eletron temperatures Te, the re-ombination rate onstant depends on the temperatureas K / T�9=2e [16℄, and therefore the funtion A(Te)tends to a onstant in the limit of low temperatures.Figure 7 gives the dependene A(Te) for the proess2e+H+ ! e+H�with the evaluations [14, 15℄ for the hydrogen plasmaand in the ase where the hydrogen-atom states withn = 2 are used as the ground state in the eletron kinet-is along the exited levels. These evaluations use thelassial rate onstants by Gryzinski, whih are basedon some additional unrealisti assumptions. We notethat, surprisingly, the limit of low eletron tempera-tures Te=J ! 0 starts from Te=J � 10�3.6. CONCLUSIONThe problem of eletron�atom ollisions is a many-eletron problem beause the exhange interationinvolving eletrons is of importane as well as theCoulomb and eletrostati interations with partii-pation of eletrons and the ore. Therefore, inelas-ti eletron�atom ollisions are studied on the basis31
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Fig. 7. Funtion A(Te) de�ned aording to Eq. (5.12).Solid urve orresponds to present numerial evalua-tions in terms of the BKW sheme [14, 15℄ for a hy-drogen plasma, �lled irles relates to numerial eval-uations for a hydrogen plasma, empty irles are nu-merial evaluations [14, 15℄ for an alkali metal plasmaof transparent models. This problem simpli�es in theases where the exhange interation is not important,e.g., at large ollision veloities when the Born approx-imation holds [1�3℄, or for transitions between statesof a highly exited atom when the lassial desrip-tion of the ollision problem applies. In this paper, weformulate the lassial ase of inelasti eletron�atomollisions using the standard Monte Carlo method andintegrating the equation of motion of eletrons alongtrajetories. REFERENCES1. N. F. Mott and H. S. W. Massey, The Theory of AtomiCollisions, Clarendon Press, Oxford (1965).2. H. S. W. Massey, Atomi and Moleular Collisions,Taylor and Franis, New York (1979).3. L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, KvantovayaMekhanika, Fizmatlit, Moskva (2004).4. E. J. MQuire, Phys. Rev. A 3, 267 (1971); 16, 62(1977); 20, 445 (1979).5. H. Deutsh, K. Beker, S. Matt et al., Int. J. MassSpetrom. 197, 37 (2000); 243, 215 (2005); 246, 113(2005).
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